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Terms of use
1. All photos must be used with the S.P.A.R.E logo, and must be accredited to S.P.A.R.E.

2. All photos must be used with accompanying captions.

Photos 2 and 3 must be printed/used together

Photo 12 is considered one photo and both must be used together

Photos 9, 10 and 11 must be printed/used together



Equines



Donkeys that weight 100kg are sometimes forced to pull up to one tonne of weight in bricks, sand or clay.
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This donkey suffered severe injuries that lead to infection on its back. The saddle wasn’t removed for 
months, and a small wound led to this infection.
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The wound was treated at S.P.A.R.E.’s clinic and the donkey was rehabilitated. 
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The wound on this horse’s face was left untended for a long time. 
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Strays



Stray dogs are massacred throughout the city in useless sprees that serve little to control the stray animal 
population. The red “bag” in this female dog’s stomach is actually her unborn puppies.
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Stray dogs are massacred throughout the city in 
useless sprees that serve little to control the 
stray animal population. The red “bag” in this 
female dog’s stomach is actually her unborn 
puppies.
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This puppy’s tail was chopped off by a butcher who didn’t want the dog near his shop.
The wound was so severe that the puppy could not defecate.
“Mashakels” is now adopted out to a family living in Switzerland.
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The effect of stray animal shootings is hazardous to both humans and the environment.
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This dog, “Michelle”, was rushed to S.P.A.R.E. 
by a concerned individual for treatment.
She was brought in with her puppy.

She lived for weeks with a wire wrapped 
around her neck before someone found her. 
Her trachea was punctured from the wound, 
and she could not swallow.
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This is Michelle after her recovery, on one of S.P.A.R.E.’s Dogs Days Out.
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This is Michelle in her new home in Germany, May 2010.
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Pets



This Griffon, Kooky, was tied with a chain for years, and used as a breeding machine.
She was rescued by a concerned individual, and brought to S.P.A.R.E. for treatment. 
She was soon adopted out.

Before After
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Backyard breeding is a seedy and notorious business in Egypt. Many dogs are stolen and forced to live in 
unbearable conditions, as little more than breeding machines.
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Backyard breeding is a seedy and notorious business in Egypt. Many dogs are stolen and forced to live in 
unbearable conditions, as little more than breeding machines.
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